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Winter gives, winter takes away...
The sting was in the tail. Just when winter seemed to be well and truly 
behind us, the final days of February chilled the Netherlands with a burst of 
icy cold air. For the first time in a long time, there was ice on the mud flats. 

‘And we found out about it the hard 
way,’ says The Fieldwork Company’s 
Jannes Heusinkveld. The Fieldwork 
Company was responsible for the 
installation of a total of six hundred 
metres of ‘artificial reef’ to the 
southwest of Griend. These artifi-
cial reef structures are intended to 
kickstart the growth of new mussel 
beds around Griend. ‘However, the 
ice has cut off the top of the reef, 
making it about a third shorter in 
height,’ Heusinkveld continues. ‘And 
although these artificial reef struc-
tures are made of biodegradable 
plastic, we still decided to remove 
as much of the debris as possible 
from the mud flats at the end of 
winter. It just goes to show that the 
forces of nature cannot be tamed.’ 
These same forces of nature also 
claimed the measuring devices that 
Heusinkveld and his colleagues 
had installed across the mud flats.
In a metaphorical sense, there was 

also an upside to the long winter, 
as it gave scientists time to analyse 
the huge volume of data gathered 
over the first full year of monitoring. 
‘Together with Greg Fivash of the 
Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea 
Research (NIOZ) and Ralph Temmink 
of Radboud University Nijmegen, we 
took samples from the reefs,’ says 
Laura Govers, who is in charge of the 
study. ‘These samples show that the 
reefs on the Wadden Sea side of the 
island are home to as many as four 
times more mussels than the reefs 
closer to the island. Even when you 
move only a few metres closer to 
the island or further offshore, you 
can see clear differences in terms of 
mussel density. Ultimately, knowing 
this will help us stimulate mussel 
bed growth as efficiently as possible, 
which is crucial given the impor-
tance of mussel beds for ecology of 
the mud flats.’
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‘Never a dull moment on Griend’
Bird rangers Giny Kasemir and Date Lutterop

To say it is an unusual sound on the Wadden Sea mud flats is putting it mildly. But the humming of the engine of 
De Krukel, one of the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature, and Food Quality’s patrol boats, is drowned out by 
the crowing of a cock. The cackling of a group of young hens in a travel basket that was originally intended for 
cats is also loud enough to be heard over the engine noise. ‘These are our Dutch bantam hens,’ says bird ranger 
Date Lutterop. It wouldn’t surprise me if they’ve already laid an egg.

For three and a half months of the year, Lutterop and 
his partner, Giny Kasemir, are Griend’s resident bird 
rangers. Since 2002, they leave their home in Stedum 
in Groningen province in early April every year to move 
into the tiny ‘bird rangers’ hut’ on Griend. ‘It may be 
small, but it is by no means Spartan,’ says Lutterop, 
putting the conditions into perspective. ‘Especially 
after the former hut was replaced in 2007, we have all 
the mods cons here. And thanks to our hens, which we 
bring every year, we have fresh eggs.’When a dinghy 
drops Lutterop and Kasemir and their first luggage off 
on the island, as close to the shore as possible, the 
travel baskets containing the chicken are the first to be 
taken on shore. The birds walk around the bird rangers’ 
hut on the island as if they have never been away. The 
next couple of hours are spent going back and forth 
between the dinghy and the hut, carrying heavy and 
not-so-heavy boxes, wading through water and past 
dunes.One of the heaviest of the boxes feels like it is 
filled with three-and-a-half months’ worth of reading 
material. Upon inquiry it turns out to be filled with 
potatoes. ‘We’ve got no time to read,’ Lutterop says 
laughingly ‘The life of a bird ranger has become quite a 
busy existence in recent years,’ Kasemir adds. ‘Besides 
our regular activities, we have launched a number of 
research projects to better understand the changes we 
are seeing on Griend. And we are taking care of part of 
the research into the effects of the island restoration 
project. Besides, it is not only birds that we are inte-
rested in. We have a general interest in all plant and 

animal life on the island. We also, for example, monitor 
insect life on the island, which already includes over 400 
different butterfly species.’ Pushy gullsThe bird rangers’ 
‘regular activities’ include monitoring the population of 
gulls, terns, and other breeding birds. Using so-called 
enclosures, the bird rangers also try to assess breeding 
success among gulls and terns. A low fence is used to 
keep the chicks close to the nest, allowing the bird 
rangers to count and weigh them on a regular basis. ‘But 
we don’t enclose sandwich terns in the same way,’ says 
Lutterop. ‘They need to be able to find shelter with their 

young, somewhere where the pushy gulls cannot pinch 
the chicks’ food. While sandwich terns in other colonies 
across the Wadden Sea area nest out in the open, we are 
increasingly seeing them seek shelter in the high grass 
on Griend.‘Actually, the typical ranger duty of protecting 
the island against uninvited guests takes up the least 
of our time,’ Lutterop points out. ‘Griend is surrounded 
by a huge pancake of mud flats that keep out unwanted 
visitors. The birds on Griend are perhaps most disturbed 
by low-flying small aircrafts. And on a windless day, you 
can also hear the engines of motorboats going back and 
forth between Harlingen and Terschelling. In fact, the 

Groningen countryside where we 
live the rest of the year is a whole 
lot quieter.’ But you will not hear 
Kasemir and Lutterop complain 
about their ‘solitary’ existence on 
Griend. In fact, after the final box 
has been unloaded and the visi-
tors/movers leave, the delighted 
looks on the bird rangers’ faces 
say it all. 

https://tinyurl.com/yaghbfdh
www.natuurmonumenten.nl/

natuurgebieden/griend

The life of a bird ranger  
is quite busy
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Grey Seal-ID
Source: Sophie Brasseur and Jessica Schop, Wageningen Marine Research

Ever since the birth of the first pup in 1985, the grey seal population has grown steadily across the Wadden 
Sea. Griend is one – albeit a relatively small one – of the grey seals’ five main nurseries in winter (see info-
graphics).

the latest news  
on griend.org
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Above the rise of the number of Grey seals on Griend, since the first 
pup in December 2009. On the right that number of Griend pups in 
relation to the total number in the Dutch Waddensea.
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Given that individual seals have distinctive patterns of spots that set them apart, 
mothers giving birth and nursing their young on Griend are relatively easy to track 
from year to year. As it turns out, grey seals show a striking level of site fidelity, Sophie 
Brasseur of Wageningen Marine Research discovered.
•	 1 individual seen all years (see pictures)
•	 5 individuals seen in 5 years
•	 11 individuals in 4 years
•	 7 individuals in 3 years
•	 17 individuals in 2 years.

On pictures, taken half December on Griend, the seals can be 
individually recognized by vlekkenpatroon. Here a female, 
seen in all years since 2010.
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Find all about Griend  
in the superb photo boek  

‘Griend – eiland voor vogels’
by Jan Veen and   

Hanneke Dallmeijer (2016)
on www.griendboek.nl

griend.org www.natuurmonumenten.nl/ 
natuurgebieden/griend and

https://tinyurl.com/yd6l83uz

Sounds of Griend on Oerol Festival
At the upcoming edition of Oerol Festival (15 to 25 
June), bird island Griend will be part of the lineup.  

Artists Olle Kruijt, Sjoerd Leijten, and Stijn Verhoeff 
were on the island this winter to record the sounds 
of Griend, which they will be playing at the festi-
val’s Seinpaalduin location. ‘Around the transmitter 
house, we are going to build a three-dimensional 
installation, called de Seinsters,’ Verhoeff explains. 
‘Speakers, mega phones, but also waste that can 
resonate sound, will be used to play the sounds of 
the island. One example of waste that we are going 
to use is a washed-up oil drum, on which we will 
mount a small device to be able to make the drum 
resonate the bird sounds of Griend.’ Besides the 
sounds of birds, ships, and marine radio commu-
nications around Griend, the artists will also play 
recitals of texts they wrote about the bird island, 
a nearby oil rig, and the past and the future of the 
Wadden Sea and its mud flats in a broader perspec-
tive. To record the sounds, the artists spent three 
whole days on Griend on their own this winter. ‘It 
was a fantastic experience,’ says Verhoeff. ‘What I 
thought was particularly special was that life on the 
island goes on as normal at night, to the rhythm 
of the tides. Still, the romantic image we had of the 
island was not entirely accurate. There was quite a 
lot of waste lying around, part of which we could, 
however, use for our installation. And what we 
didn’t expect either, was the large number of dead 
birds. But sure, in a place where so many birds live, a 
lot of birds die too.’ 

https://tinyurl.com/yddfnz89
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